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INTRODUCTION

A place or a building can often represent a society, a thought, an epoch or an event. When reflecting 
on the identity of a place one immediately reflects on its circumstances, on the elements that are 
part of its constitution, on its singularities. It is the various circumstances and the way these vary 
that characterize the place and create in the collective memory a mental image that distinguishes 
it from all the others, extending the memory of a gesture or an event.
The uniqueness of a building refers not only to its characteristics but also to the changes that are 
made to it. By intervening in pre-existing buildings one creates a dichotomy between the past 
and the present, leading to changes on the identity of the place, perpetuating its historic value 
as it is reinterpreted. Conversion of uses is one of the means to intervene in existing buildings, 
enabling the reuse of an ancient structure. This has been one of the most prominent approaches for 
intervention in historical buildings, where the pre-existence is understood as an opportunity for (re) 
invention. Such complex and specific interventions arouse, sometimes, a simultaneity of intentions, 
often antagonistic, of continuity and rupture with the existing. These complex contemporary 
reinterpretations constitute the object of study of this dissertation, specifically the transformation 
and extension of urban palaces into museums.

METHODOLOGY

The study will focus on the transition between the past and present building, seeking to understand 
what attitudes have been adopted in the context of portuguese architecture. The analysis will 
be based on the book written by Robert Venturi Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, 
published in 1966. It is intended to make a parallel between the principles of Complexity and 
Contradiction in Architecture and contemporary portuguese architecture, in order to understand in 
which way this architecture reveals some of the principles defended by the American author, as a 
consequence of the changes that occurred in the portuguese architectural context. This became a 
clear choice since both situations which are intended to be confronted, present certain similarities 
in the way they defined the turning point of paradigms: on the one hand, the architecture of inclusion 
defended by Venturi, an architecture that accepts the problems, explores the uncertainties of reality 
and “embodies the difficult unity of inclusion rather than the easy unity of exclusion” 1; on the other 
hand, at a national level, an architecture that does not erase the principles of modern architecture, 
but rather personalizes them, without forgetting history and circumstance. 
The case studies presented in the analysis chapter were chosen based on their profound 

1  Robert VENTURI. Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, 2002, p.16. 
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interventions regarding their transformation and extension. Among several hypotheses initially 
thought, the ones selected for this research were the former Palácio dos Carrancas — Museu 
Nacional Soares dos Reis, the former Solar dos Sá Vargas — Centro de Arte Contemporânea 
Graça Morais and the former Solar de S. Sebastião — Centro de Memória de Vila do Conde. It 
stands out on the choice of the buildings their heterogeneity in relation to the size, location and level 
of intervention, in order to understand the decisions taken by the portuguese architects.
For this analysis, it becomes essential, as a method, to carry out visits to the buildings as well as the 
study of the respective technical drawings — ranging from the original drawings of the palaces to 
the current state of the building. Thus, and through published interviews and descriptive memories, 
the options taken during the elaboration of the projects can be dissected.

VENTURI’S INTERPRETATIONS: DETAIL, HISTORY, AND SYMBOLISM 

When Robert Venturi published, in 1966, his critical text against the language of orthodox Modern 
architecture, he attempted to fight the austerity of both forms of purism and picturesque. Complexity 
and Contradiction in Architecture presented a new critical vision that raised questions about the 
functioning of modern principles and exhilarated an approximation of architecture to the reality of 
daily life. 
In opposition to the homogenizing architects who flooded the 1960s, Venturi wrote against the 
moral puritanism of orthodox modern architecture and against their assumptions on the separation 
and exclusion of elements and functions. The American author identified the architectural work as 
an inclusive structure, capable of harmonizing contradictory contents, reflecting the complexity of 
the real experience. The need to explore these contradictions motivated the study of ambiguity, 
recognizing different levels of contradiction between the different parts and their compromise with 
the whole. Venturi defends that the acceptance of ambiguities, unusual in the context of modern 
architecture, can enrich the architectural projects recognizing the complexity of the context and 
promoting new meanings.
Venturi’s architectural thinking was distinguished by responding to the characteristics of a given 
location, creating a connection between traditional symbolism and construction techniques; he 
defended that a project could incorporate history, tradition and symbolism, allowing the project to 
be influenced by local materials. His writings allowed a new opportunity to contribute to a mature 
architectural culture that did not renounce intellectual values; an architecture that was not rigidly in 
conformity with the norms. This is the new complexity announced by Robert Venturi that challenged 
modern canons with a pluralist affirmation of the choices offered by history.
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Complexity and Contradiction vs. Simplification or Picturesqueness

From the second half of the 20th century, in Portugal, there was an atmosphere of dual resistance: 
against austerity and uniformity presented by orthodox Modern Movement and against the 
nationalist and scenographic architectural production. The essence of the architectural culture of 
the 60s, marked by the attitude of architects such as Keil do Amaral, Nuno Teotónio Pereira and 
Fernando Távora, confirmed the recovery of reality as an inherent condition of a project.
Robert Venturi as well as the portuguese architects, developed parallel struggles against the 
architecture of extremes, recovering the need of a relationship with the culture and the circumstance. 
The agreement between the adaptation of the Modern Movement and the new interest in popular 
portuguese architecture allowed the construction of a new national architectural’s identity, in which 
the contribution of the vernacular and the hybrid proved to be fundamental during a period of 
criticism of international architecture.

In the American context, criticism was presented through the publication of Complexity and 
Contradiction in Architecture. Although Venturi exposed a more focused criticism on the rigidity 
and rationalism of the International Style, he also rejected the alternatives of picturesque adornment 
as they did not reflect the concerns of the new times. By rejecting the reductionism and utopia of 
modern architectural doctrine, Robert Venturi proposed an architecture related to the arts and the 
specific reality of people.
In a period deeply marked by a review of the Modern Movement, new ways of thinking were 
presented which took up the value of Memory and Man, in a process of valuing the complex reality 
of human experience. A method of interpreting reality was sought out by abdicating universal 
architectural vocabulary and announcing a new understanding of social and cultural values.
Heir and conscious of the values conquered during this time of change, contemporary portuguese 
architecture has shown itself, mostly, in conformity with this thought, exploring topics related to 
history, to the value of vernacular architecture and to the preservation of heritage. Having a keen 
eye on reality, complexity contaminates architectural practice in a very diversified way, through new 
symbolic relations, new values and meanings, from the need of achiving spatial articulations and 
the context recognition.

Ambiguity

In his publication in 1966, Robert Venturi defended an architecture based on the richness and 
ambiguity of modern experience. Thus, considering the needs of the new times, it is possible 
to relate the concepts defended by Venturi to works of portuguese architecture, specifically to 



contemporary interventions of adaptation and transformation of buildings.
During a transformation project, towards the preservation of the original building and its adaptation 
to a new museological program, new contrasts and antagonistic ideas flood the project, arousing 
contradictions in the whole composition. Interventions of adaptation and extension reveal a deep 
contrast between several architectural languages and building materials, promoting a fruitful 
dialogue between the past and the present.
The contrast between different realities will lead to certain ambiguities, in the search for an 
architecture that promotes “richness of meaning rather than clarity of meaning” 2 
Venturi states that, generally, through the conjunction “or” followed by a question mark it is possible 
to find ambiguous relations: “The Villa Savoye: is it a square plan or not?” 3 

Following the same principle, such ambiguous relations can be ascertained in the transformation 
and extension of urban palaces into museums: do the buildings identify as former palaces  or 
museums? Is there a single building divided or multiple building unified? Is there a continuity or a 
rupture of identities?

Contradictory Levels: The Phenomenon of “Both-And” in Architecture

Robert Venturi continues his criticism of the orthodox Modern Movement by claiming that the 
tradition “either-or” represented the dominant system, promoting an exclusive practice. Such 
a system, unable to relate to reality, favored simplification in the quest for functional perfection 
of the architectural object. Contrary to this attitude, Venturi argued that the paradoxical contrast 
implicit in the conjunction “yet” can be associated with contradictory levels of use and meaning, 
seeking a recognition of human experience. The use of the conjunction describes a contradictory 
architecture at various levels of program and structure, which may be more or less ambiguous. 
The american author defends the phenomenon “both-and” since it represents an inclusive system, 
which integrates several levels of meaning, capable of generating ambiguity and tension.

The contrast between different cultural meanings, as a result of a transition between programs, 
contributes to the creation of ambiguous and contradictory perceptions of space. The phenomenon 
of “both-and” becomes, naturally, the dominant system, reflecting the complexity and contradiction 
of both content and meaning. Following the thought approached by Venturi, it is possible to inquire 
the selected case studies. 

2  Robert VENTURI, op. cit., p.18.

3  “The Villa Savoye: is it a square plan or not?” Idem. p.20. 



The floorplan of the Museu Nacional Soares dos Reis is symmetrical, yet, asymmetrical.
When analyzing the floorplan of the building, one can verify that the symmetry is given by the original 
volume of the former palace. However, the whole composition proves to be asymmetrical when 
perceived together with the attached buildings added during the transformation into a museum.

Contradiction Adapted

The contradictions inherent to the project can be manifested in two opposing ways: through 
contradiction adapted and contradiction juxtaposed. The contradiction adapted shows a tolerant 
and flexible attitude that allows improvisation towards the program’s inevitabilities.
In reuse projects there will, naturally, be several elements that adapt to the pre-existing situation, 
presenting a flexible character towards the context.
Quoting Louis Kahn — “it is the purpose of the project to adapt to circumstantial ”4 — Thus, Venturi 
illustrates the concept of circumstantial distortion that puts forward the adaptation of the project to 
the characteristics of the context through distortion.

Centro de Memória de Vila do Conde can be presented as an example of circumstantial distortion. 
In this case, one can perceive the adaptation of the new volume to the diagonal nature of the pre-
existing wall, in the north elevation. Confronted with its existence, the wall is interrupted to draw a 
secondary entrance to the archive and warehouse area. In contrast, the south elevation is freely 
drawn towards the garden.

The Inside and the Outside

The dichotomy between the interior and exterior characterizes the relation that the building can 
have with its surroundings.
The change of attitude of the portuguese architects since the 60s, strengthened the relations 
that the project would establish with the circumstance. Through a better understanding and 
appreciation of the place and landscape, the project started to explore the most contextualized 
values of portuguese architecture; dynamic relationships were developed between interior and 
exterior, opening and closing, light and shadow. 
Venturi explores the inner and outer duality at the urban scale by analyzing the relation that the 
building can create with the public space. As a consequence of the contradictions between interior 

4  Idem, p.45.



and exterior, public and private, elevations characterize the relation that the building can have 
with the circumstance. Thus, the tridimensionality of the façade will be influenced by the way the 
building relates with the outside space.

Following this principle, the new volume of Centro de Memória de Vila do Conde is influenced 
by the needs of the outside space. Recognizing the characteristics of the new urban garden, 
which aims to strengthen the connection between the downtown and the east area of the city, the 
front of the volume allows the creation of recesses that shape a more dynamic outdoor space. 
Designed accordingly to interior and exterior needs, the dialogue that the building establishes with 
its circumstance allows it to become an integral part of the urban composition.

The Obligation Toward the Difficult Whole

In the last chapter addressed by Robert Venturi it is emphasized the ability of a particular building 
or urban area, complex and contradictory, to provide a certain tension capable of developing 
multiple levels of meaning and promoting the unity of the whole. Based on the Gestalt 5 concept of 
the whole and the parts, Venturi emphasizes the search for unity through the principle of inclusion, 
capable of expressing the complexities and contradictions inherent in reality.
Venturi’s dominant binder concept determines how the nature of the parts is explored in relation to 
the whole. In this sense, the complete perception of parts depends on something external, allowing 
the perception of the whole. This method can manifest itself through a dominant element or through 
a consistent pattern. The dominant binder, as a particular element that consolidates the unity of the 
composition, is also presented by Venturi as a way to solve dualities.

In the different cases under analysis, one can perceive the existence of an agglutinative element 
that confers unity to the whole. Being a pre-existing element or not, the green area, present in the 
three museums, contributes to the unified perception of the pre-existing building and the added 
volumes. Enabling several visual relationships, intensifying the dichotomy between interior and 
exterior, exploring the relationship between the building and the city and between garden and work 
sof art, the green element contributes to the dialogue between past and present; an element that, 
besides reinforcing the unity of the whole complex, contributes to a more dynamic and integrated 
museological path.

5  Gestalt psychology considers a perceptual whole the result of, and yet more than, the sum of its parts..
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CONCLUSIONS

To solve the problems encountered in the architecture of the Modern Movement, Venturi proposed 
the exercise of inclusion. His theory is backed by the poetic value that ambiguity can reach, since it 
embraces complexities and contradictions, recognizes and values the various paradoxes present 
in architecture and in society. Through the practical and theoretical implications brought by these 
concepts, Robert Venturi stated that there are no fixed laws in architecture. He recognized the 
architectural work as an inclusive structure, capable of harmonizing conflicting elements, reflecting 
the complexity of real experience. 
Also in Portugal the 1960s were decisive in the change of the architectural language that was being 
developed as an interpretation of reality. Still distant from the influence of the theoretical work of 
Robert Venturi or Aldo Rossi, portuguese architecture sought out an alternative path of a more 
social and humanistic nature, rooted in the portuguese culture; an alternative path based on reality, 
on the relation between architecture, man and place, which took into account the territory and the 
surrounding culture.

Half a century after its release, the concepts of Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture still 
persist and become evident, promoting functional and meaningful plurality. It is in the connection 
between architecture and life, man and reality that becomes possible to read the affinities on 
the way of thinking and the alternative way represented by the American author as well as the 
portuguese architects; an architecture that allow us to speak about place, time and function and 
the conflicts between them.

During the transition’s process between the past and present work, inclusive proposals are 
presented, seeking for new solutions to respond to the challenges set by society. Towards the 
different cultural meanings resulting from a transition between programs, it is possible to recognize 
the phenomenon “both”. The Venturian concept, present in the simultaneous symmetry and 
asymmetry of the composition of Museu Naciona Soares dos Reis, reflects an inclusive architecture 
capable of integrating different levels of content and meaning.
Towards an attitude of greater or lesser continuity with the existing, interventions come up as a 
response to a specific context and intended program where the preexisting form is understood as 
an interpretable element. In this sense, there are several elements that adapt to the pre-existing 
situation, presenting a flexible nature towards the context. As seen both in the Vila do Conde Memory 
Center and in the Graça Morais Contemporary Art Center, the contradiction adapted  emerges as 
an agreement between the different elements in contrast, providing a balance between chaos and 
order.
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Considering the relations that the building can create with the public space, the inner and outer 
duality becomes a great manifestation of contradiction in architecture. The project is seen as 
something unique, which is drawn in a particular way, taking into account the specificities of the 
program and place. Through the analysis of Centro de Memória de Vila do Conde one can see the 
influence that the public space can have in the design of the building. The design of the building 
reflects a dialogue with the surrounding and an agreement between the inner and outer space 
needs, allowing it to become an integral part of the urban composition.

From the analysis of the investigated works emerge affinities and differences that, although they can 
not be generalized to the portuguese context, allow us to identify some methodological principles 
that reflect the thought of the modern and contemporary portuguese architectural culture.
It is concluded, through the examples analyzed, the existence of a critical attitude of the architects 
regarding to the pre-existing building. One can observe an equilibrium between the understanding 
of the context and the evolution of the existing architectural object in a gradual discovery of 
architecture. Each situation demands a solution of its own and hence the importance of the past 
and what it offers to our eyes in relation to the present and as a hypothesis of the future. Numerous 
solutions, various programs and materials, a plurality of achievements; an architecture capable of 
an authentic response to human needs.
Making possible visual perceptions, intensifying the dichotomy between interior and exterior and 
exploring the relationship between the building and the city, an interpretation of the elements that 
compose the reality is achieved, reaching an architectural work simultaneously autonomous and 
intertwined. One discovers an architecture that is explicit and articulate rather than mute and 
disconnected. An architecture that, paradoxically, states its independence and relates to the place, 
renewing the debate between the transformation proposals and the existing territory.
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